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 Board committees are a means to an end – not the end itself

 If used properly, they can make a significant contribution to
good governance and the focus should therefore be on
improved governance

 The starting point for a discussion on committees must
therefore be the notion of good governance

 Of course there are certain minimum legal requirements that
must be adhered to
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 However, there still seems to be a focus on form rather than
substance
Name of committee - Social Ethics and Sustainability

Committee?
Which committee does what – is there a right place for risk,

ethics,etc
Need for template rather than what works

 This has been true about corporate governance practices
generally

 Hence the focus of King IV on the desired governance
outcome
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What is corporate governance?

 “The system by which organisations are directed and
controlled” [Cadbury Report – 1992]

 In essence good corporate governance is about the exercise 
of effective and ethical leadership [Draft King IV 2016]  
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Leadership – moving away from the 
ticking box
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 Some of the leadership challenges: 
 Integrated thinking 
Corporate citizenship 
Stakeholder inclusivity

 We need to change the quality of the board conversations to 
address these   

 This requires qualitative and not quantitative or 
administrative governance 

 It is in this context that the board committees can play a 
useful role – if used effectively     
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Risk, Audit and Social and Ethics Committees (and/or
Sustainability Committee)

 These committees represent the various aspects of
“sustainability” issues

 They can therefore assist the board rise to the challenge of
“integrated thinking ”

 They can consider detailed matters in a manner that allows
the board to focus on integration and direction
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Committees – Guiding principles
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What type of committee are needed?

 Subject to legislative requirements, the Board needs to
determine the types of committees it wishes to establish
based on its needs

 Committees must be well structured with a clear terms of
references

 King 111 recommended at least a risk, remuneration and
nomination committee in addition to other committees
required by legislation

◦ audit committee
◦ social and ethics committee
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Board Committees (S 72)

 Board may appoint and delegate to committee

 May include persons other than directors – cannot vote

 Creation of committee not alone or by itself constitute 
compliance by director of duties in sec 76  

 Minister may require social and ethics committee 72(4)

 Public companies and SOCs required to have audit 
committees 
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Different approach in Draft King IV

 Focus on governance principles and outcomes

 Subject to law and consideration of proportionality the
governing body should consider establishing committees to
assist in the areas set out below and in additional areas as
deemed necessary:
 Audit
 Risk and opportunity
 Remuneration
 Nomination
 Social and ethical outcomes

 Roles and responsibilities of committees should be
considered holistically to achieve integration with minimal
overlap 14



Different approach in Draft King IV – structure

Committee Members /Chair Type of Director 

Audit At least 3 Independent 
non-executive 

Nominations n/a Non exec with 
majority 
independent 

Risk At least 3 Majority non-
exec

Remuneration Cannot be 
board chair 

Non exec with 
majority 
independent 

Social and 
Ethics 

At least 3 At least 1 non 
exec 
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Different approach in Draft King IV

 This approach is designed to encourage: 
 Substance over form 
 Consideration of the particular governance needs  – not a 

tick box 

 Let us consider some of the key issues 
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 Should there be a minimum number of committee members –
eg 3?

 Should the risk committee include executives as members?

 Should the chair of the board be permitted to chair
committees?

 Should a risk and audit committee be combined?

 What should an audit committee’s role be regarding
sustainability reporting, especially if there is a separate
sustainability committee?
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 Is there a need for a sustainability committee if sustainability
issues are considered by the risk committee or Social and
Ethics committee?

 What should an audit committee’s role be regarding
sustainability reporting, especially if there is a separate
sustainability committee?

 Can the sustainability and risk issues not be addressed in the
audit committee?

 If the audit committee considers sustainability and risk
issues, is this not a duplication of roles with a risk committee
or sustainability committee?
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Role of the Audit Committee
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 Ensure a combined assurance model is applied 

 Oversee Integrated  Reporting 

 Oversee internal audit 

 Integral part of risk management process

[King III]
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 Audit and assurance requirements

 Independence of the auditor and other assurance providers 

 Audit quality

 Integrity, also known as the reliability and usefulness of reports

[King IV]
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Audit Committees (sec 94)

 Public company or SOC must appoint audit committee at each AGM 

(except if function performed by holding company committee)

 At least three independent non-executive directors

 Prescribed duties, for example:

 Nominate Auditors

 Certify independence of auditor

 Pre- approve provision of non audit services

 Minister may prescribe minimum qualification requirements

 Is the audit committee a committee of the board? (see sec 76)
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 Fundamental role is to provide assurance

 Need to be aware of risks which should inform audit plan 
therefore an integral part of the risk management process

 However, need to provide assurance on:

Risk management process
Similarly, on sustainability performance and management
Credible reporting and disclosure

 Ideally, should not be a “primary doing” function other than 
on assurance/audit matters
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Role of Committee Responsible for 
Risk 
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 Assist the board with the total process of risk management
◦ Assist in identifying risks
◦ Ensure they are managed/mitigated
◦ Ensure they are considered in decision-making

 Even if both the audit committee and risk committee consider
risks the focus is different:
◦ One on the process, identification and management of risks
◦ The other on providing a view of the robustness of that

process

 The same principle applies to a Social and Ethics committee (or
Sustainability Committee)

 A combined Risk and Audit committee may dilute the benefit of
this oversight mechanism
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 King IV

 Role:
 Advise on nature and extent of risks
 Oversee implementation of risk and opportunity framework and internal

control framework
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Role of the Social and Ethics Committee 

(incl Committee responsible for Sustainability 
issues )
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 Statutory Committee required in : 

 SOC

 Public Company

 Other company that has scored more than 500 points on 
public interest score 

 Departure from general committee requirements  - minimum of 
one director  - others may be prescribed officers 

 Fundamental role appears to be monitoring, and reporting on 
various issues including environmental, social, economic and 
labour issues(no mention of ethics) 

 Some companies have combined with sustainability committee

 One concern is that it appears to have a compliance focus and in 
this regard could overlap with the audit committee
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 Minister may prescribe if desirable in the public 
interest

 Criteria 
Annual turnover
Workforce size
Nature and extent of activities

 To be appointed within 12 months of the 
effective date

 Not less than 3 directors or prescribed officers 
provided one is a non-executive director

 Public interest score to determine if need 
committee 2
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 Fundamental role is to assist the board in enhancing the
environmental, social and economic performance of the
company by ensuring:

 A proper understanding of the sustainability context and
impact on the business

 These issues are integrated into the board’s strategy
 Effective reporting on these issues to stakeholders

 Could be an overlap with Social and Ethics Committee and
combining these committees should not be problematic
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 Make recommendations on the appropriate composition,
succession, performance and effective functioning of
governance body and its committees

[King IV]
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 Devise and recommend a policy that results in fair,
responsible and transparent remuneration.

 Should not be chaired by chair of governing body.

[King IV]
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Managing the Interface 
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 Substance over form

 Decide type, number and mix of committees as required by
the business (subject to legal requirements)

 It is useful to have at least one common member – for
example between Audit and Risk and Audit and Social and
Ethics

 Similar issues may be discussed but the different focus must
be understood

 Can also have joint sessions/briefings and circulation of
minutes/summaries to other committees

 Board should be the ultimate integration point
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Audit Risk Social and Ethics

Risk Governance /Register 
/Plan

• Assurance regarding 
process

• Use for audit plan

• Approve/develop
• Focus on governance of 

risk

• Ensure sustainability 
risks adequately covered

• Focus on special risk area

Audit Plan • Approve
• Pass on emerging/new 

risks

• Include new emerging 
risks

• Include new/emerging 
sustainability specific 
risks

Annual Financial 
Statements/Integrated 
Report

• Ensure true 
representation 

• Adequate disclosure

• Recommend disclosure 
on governance of risks

• Recommend disclosure
on sustainability/social 
ethics matters

Social and Ethics Report • Provide assurance • Use it to identify risk 
areas

• Recommend for approval
• Focus on enhanced social 

,ethical  and 
sustainability 
performance

Ethics • Assurance on process
• Audit interest registers

• Monitor in terms of risk 
register (is it a major 
risk)

• Recommend best  
practices

• Approval of ethics code
• Address culture and 

leadership

Fraud and Corruption • Identify matters for
investigation 

• Monitor as a risk and if 
mitigation is adequate

• Address ethical culture 
and governance of ethics
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 Each company needs to determine what suits its needs

 Focus on enhanced governance - substance rather than 
structure

 The critical success factor is to ensure a proper 
understanding of the fundamental role of the committee 

 There will be “perceived overlaps” that need to be effectively 
managed

 Ensure integration at board/governing body level
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THANK YOU  
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Public Interest Score Reg 26(2) 
 Score to determine enhanced reporting and accountability 

regarding:
◦ Financial reporting standards
◦ Need to be audited  
◦ Need for social and ethics committee 

 Calculated at the end of each financial year on: 
◦ Average employees (a number of points equal to 

average number)
◦ Third party liability (1 point for every R1m)
◦ Turnover  (1 point for every R1m)
◦ Individuals that have interest in profit company( 1 

point for each)
◦ Individual members of NPC (1 point for each) 


